CPOE Provider Communication – Wednesday, August 15, 2012

Ancillary Orders during Transfers
When a patient transfers from one level of care to another, i.e. Med Surg to ICU and vice versa, Ancillary
Services (PT, OT, ST) will need a new order. These orders can be done in 2 ways:
1. The original orders can be cancelled and reordered when indicated using Cancel/Reorder
2. Discontinue original orders and enter new orders for these services

UPDATE: The next release of updated PowerPlans is scheduled for 0100 8/16
Use of Navigator Pane
The left side of the Orders tab is the Navigator Pane, which functions similarly to that of the Flowsheet.
The Navigator Pane is organized into sections so that you can quickly access existing orders and any
related information. PowerPlans (Planned, Initiated, Suggested or Discontinued) are listed under Plans.
Click on the Plan name to bring that Plan in to view. Bolded sections under Orders contain orders within
those categories. When the check mark on the left
is selected, the orders in that section are brought
into view.

FAQs
Q: If an MD wants to hold a medication one time, does he have to cancel the whole order?
A: If a medication needs to be held, the medication should be suspended.
Q: What about a lab that needs to be held one time, i.e. pt has a Q6h H&H but we are starting
the blood so we need to hold the H&H for now?
A: There is no holdidng of a lab or radiology orders. They need to Cancel and Reorder if
needed.
Q: When physicians admit a patient who needs isolation, is there a way to indicate this? There
were two patients admitted to the floor overnight and there was no "isolation" indicated.
A: They need to type in “Isolaton” on the add order search screen and fill in required fields of
Isolation type and Indication for isolation
Q: Why is the stop date/time required in for ePrescribe?
A: For any “acute” medication an appropriate stop date/time needs to be entered. However, if
all pieces of the signature line in the scratch pad are completed, including duration, the stop
date/time will auto complete (i.e. Percocet 5/325, PO, q4h PRN Pain x 14 days).
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